
Opening Problem

You are asked to organize these problems in 
increasing order of difficultyincreasing order of difficulty.

Which two problems would be the least difficult for 
students? Why?

Whi h t  bl  ld b  t diffi lt f  Which two problems would be most difficult for 
students? Why?
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Description

We want to develop all students’ mathematical 
fi i ti l l ELL d iproficiency, particularly ELLs, so we design 

instruction that addresses the challenges ELLs face 
and integrates and combines mathematics, 
academic and mathematical language, and 
handheld technology.
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Outline of Session

Mathematics task

Challenges facing English Language Learners

High cognitive demand tasksg g

Supporting English Language Learners

Opening task

TODOS: Mathematics for ALL
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Frontloading Language

Expectations
Self efficacy

Wise man
Wise guySelf efficacy

Equity vs. equality
D t

Wise guy
Amoeba
DiDesert

Dessert
Discourse
Amplify

Tear
Number

Enrich
Cognitive demand
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Minute
Slim chance
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Challenges Facing ELLs

Access to the mathematics content
Access to the language of mathematics
Expectations of ELLsp
Self efficacy
E it  d litEquity and quality
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Why Is English So Hard?
The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the 
desert.desert.
Upon seeing the tear in the painting, I shed a 
teartear.
After a number of injections, my jaw got number.

fA minute is a minute part of a day.
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Why Is English So Hard?
There is no egg in eggplant and no ham in 
hamburger.hamburger.
How can a slim chance and a fat chance be the 
same  while a wise man and a wise guy are same, while a wise man and a wise guy are 
opposites?
Did you say thirty or thirteen?Did you say thirty or thirteen?
Did you say two hundred or two hundredths?
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Mathematics Language vs. English

Is zero a number? Are integers numbers?
I own a number of algebra books.

I have a number of friends.

Is a straight line a curve?
English: a straight line isn’t a curve

Mathematics: the simplest example of a curve
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Mathematics: the simplest example of a curve



Mathematics Language vs. English

What is a line?
English: any line segment

Mathematics: line is an infinite line

Multiplying . . .
English: repeated addition--larger

Mathematics: larger, smaller, or neither
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Mathematics: larger, smaller, or neither



Mathematics Language vs. English

Dividing . . .
English: cut into pieces

Mathematics: same as multiplication (dividing p ( g
by a non-zero number is multiplying by its 
reciprocal).

“Ameobas multiply by dividing”
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Teachers learn to amplify and enrich--rather p y
than simplify--the language of the classroom, 
giving students more opportunities to learn the giving students more opportunities to learn the 
concepts involved.

Aída Walqui, Teacher Quality Initiative
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Cognitive Demand Spectrumg p

Memorization Procedures
Without
Connections

Procedures
With
Connections

Doing
Mathematics

Connections
to understanding,
meaning, or concepts

Connections
to understanding,
meaning, or concepts

Tasks that require 
i d d i

Tasks that require 
engagement with concepts, 

and stimulate students tomemorized procedures in 
routine ways

and stimulate students to 
make connections to 

meaning, representation, 
and other mathematicaland other mathematical 

ideas



Illustrative Mathematics
Provides guidance to states, assessment consortia, testing 
companies, and curriculum developerscompanies, and curriculum developers
Illustrates the range and types of mathematical work 
students will experience in a faithful implementation of the students will experience in a faithful implementation of the 
CCSS.
www illustrativemathematics orgwww.illustrativemathematics.org
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Frontloading Language
Ratio Concepts
Ratio Reasoningg
Square Feet
Proportional RelationshipsProportional Relationships
Linear Equations
Simultaneous Linear EquationsSimultaneous Linear Equations
Reason Quantitatively
StructureStructure
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Frontloading Language
Ratio Concepts
Ratio Reasoningg
Square Feet
Proportional RelationshipsProportional Relationships
Linear Equations
Simultaneous Linear EquationsSimultaneous Linear Equations
Reason Quantitatively
StructureStructure
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High Cognitive Demand Tasks
Let’s look at some of the tasks from Illustrative Mathematics. 
You only have the tasks. You’ll need to look at the sample 
solutions expected of students on the website. 
Take any of the tasks, particularly from the grade level of y p y g
interest.
What made that particular problem cognitively demanding?p p g y g
How might you incorporate using the TI-Nspire CX?
How might you use these problems with your students?How might you use these problems with your students?
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Language of Mathematics

Speaking, listening, writing, and reading
Predicting, analyzing, justifying, reporting 
back
Resourcing, grouping, elaborating
Making deductions and inductions
Communicating
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Frontloading Language
Metacognition
Resourcingg
Discourse
High ExpectationsHigh Expectations
Self Efficacy
Amplify-EnrichAmplify Enrich
Prior Knowledge
Zone of Proximal DevelopmentZone of Proximal Development
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Language of Mathematics

Accessing prior knowledge
E i  t d tEngaging students
Providing wait time
Increasing discourse
QuestioningQuestioning
Increasing metacognitive development

f f
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Being aware of multiple meanings of words and 
being explicit when using them



Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Provides access to the mathematics
Allows for student engagement in high cognitive 
level mathematics
Using the Navigator’s Quick Poll, informs 
teachers what students are learning and how teachers what students are learning and how 
they are interpreting the language on the spot
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Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Provides access to the language of mathematics
Focuses students’ discussions
Allows for discourseAllows for discourse
Empowers students
Sets high expectations and increases 
expectations—all students are accountable
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Handheld Technology 
Supports ELD in Mathematics

Motivates students to communicate
Provides a reason for communication
Increases understandingIncreases understanding
Allows students to explore why—metacognition
Increases self efficacy
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Acquiring the Knowledge

Become familiar with the academic language of 
your technology and the misinterpretations ELLs your technology and the misinterpretations ELLs 
might have.
F tl d th  d i / th ti  l  f Frontload the academic/mathematics language of 
the technology and the content.
C /Collaborate with teachers using technology and/or 
teachers of ELLs. Form communities of practice.
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Amplify and enrich the language.



Acquiring the Knowledge

English language learners are trying to catch a 
moving targetmoving target.
Be aware of how you interpret the academic 
and mathematics language.
Assess what students are learning.Assess what students are learning.
Be sensitive to student needs.
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Putting This Together

When you design instruction, you start with the 
cognitively demanding mathematics you want 
students to learn  You gain an in-depth understanding students to learn. You gain an in-depth understanding 
of the content. Then you incorporate the most 
ff feffective instructional practices to meet the needs of 

your students. You access prior knowledge, build 
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background knowledge, and extend language.



Putting This Together

You instinctively know to frontload the language, to 
ask questions of students, to have students think, 
ink  pair  share  to increase discourse  to increase ink, pair, share, to increase discourse, to increase 
student engagement by using hand-held 
technology, to assess, etc. This process becomes 
second nature to you. You are addressing the 
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needs of ALL students, particularly English learners.



Equity and Quality

How do we provide access to ALL students? We 
want ALL students to make sense of rigorous  high want ALL students to make sense of rigorous, high 
quality, and cognitively demanding mathematics. We 
want ALL students to approach the zone of proximal want ALL students to approach the zone of proximal 
development, not the zone of minimal effort (e.g., 
assigning only lower level problems, not requiring 
homework, expecting less). 
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Equity and Quality

We want ALL students to have access to handheld 
technology that can engage students  We want technology that can engage students. We want 
equity and quality. Equity without quality is 
meaningless  Quality without equity is unjust  We meaningless. Quality without equity is unjust. We 
must always ask ourselves, what can we do to 

?incorporate both? 
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Opening Problem

You are asked to organize these problems in 
increasing order of difficultyincreasing order of difficulty.

Which two problems would be the least difficult for 
students? Why?

Whi h t  bl  ld b  t diffi lt f  Which two problems would be most difficult for 
students? Why?
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An NCTM AffiliateAn NCTM Affiliate

2012



TODOS Speaker Strand
This presentation is one of the 
TODOS Speaker Strand at this 

fconference.

Y i it d t j iYou are invited to join 
TODOS: Mathematics for All online:

http://www todos math orghttp://www.todos-math.org

Or at the TODOS Booth # 1336Or at the TODOS Booth # 1336.



Mission

The mission of TODOS: Mathematics 
for ALL is to advocate for an equitablefor ALL is to advocate for an equitable 
and high quality mathematics education 
for all students in particularfor all students – in particular, 
Hispanic/Latino students – by 
increasing the equity awareness ofincreasing the equity awareness of 
educators and their ability to foster 
students’ proficiency in rigorous andstudents  proficiency in rigorous and 
coherent mathematics.



Abo t TODOSAbout TODOS

Organized in 2003
An NCTM affiliateAn NCTM affiliate 
Member of CBMS (Conferences Board of the 
Mathematical Sciences)Mathematical Sciences)
All-volunteer organization; there is no paid staff.
Engaged in a Membership Campaign: MovingEngaged in a Membership Campaign: Moving 
Upward: 1000+1 Members, Are you the 1? 



Information for Members

Electronic E-lists about International, national, 
t t d l l tstate and local events. 

Electronic  Newsletter: E-News.

Noticias de TODOS, a print newsletter mailed to 
b d l il bl limembers and also available online.



Information for Members

Member-only pages on TODOS website with 
d li kresources and links.

Series of TODOS Live Webinars (Free to (
Members).

J b i i f i TODOS i iJob opportunities focusing on TODOS mission 
and goals, posted by Members.



Opportunities for Members

Network with:
A diverse group of educational professionals 
who support the mission and goals of TODOSwho support the mission and goals of TODOS.

Researchers, university faculty, school 
administrators teachers pre service teachersadministrators, teachers, pre-service teachers, 
sponsors, and other supporters.



Opportunities for Members

Actively participate:
As speakers in TODOS Presentation Strands at 
mathematics conferences.

By submitting articles for refereed journals

By serving on TODOS CommitteesBy serving on TODOS Committees.
In nominating students & colleagues for awards.



Resources for Members

(TEEM) Teaching for Excellence and Equity in 
Mathematics –online.

Math of the Americas – online.

TI C l l t L f iddl h l iTI Calculator Lessons for middle school – in progress.

Research Monographs: Assessing ELLs in Mathematics
and High E pectationsand High Expectations.

Proceedings from the CEMELA/CPTM/TODOS 
ConferenceConference.



TODOS LEADERSHIP
2011-12 TODOS Elected Board Members:

President: José Franco (California)
President Elect: Don S. Balka (Indiana)
Vice President: Bob McDonald (Arizona)
Directors: Jenny Bay Williams (Kentucky) Marta CivilDirectors: Jenny Bay Williams (Kentucky),  Marta Civil 
(North Carolina), Florence Glanfield (Alberta, Canada), Bill 
Jasper (Texas), Eliana Rojas (Connecticut)

TODOS Founding President: 
Miriam Leiva (North Carolina)

TODOS Executive Secretary:
Carol A. Edwards (Arizona)



2011-13 Membership Campaign

Refer 5 new members from any field that can benefit 
from and support the TODOS mission The Campaignfrom and support the TODOS mission. The Campaign 
will culminate in 2013, TODOS’s Tenth Anniversary.

Incentives described in TODOS 
webpage:
http://www.todos-math.org.



MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE
Types of Memberships:

Individual: $25/year, $70/3 years.
S $ /Pre-Service Teacher: $15/year.

Institutional: $75/year (Four individual memberships).
Sustaining: $250 or $1000 for one yearSustaining: $250 or $1000 for one year

Applications Available
Online www TODOS Math orgOnline www.TODOS-Math.org



Final Thoughts

It is up to us to provide greater access and opportunity to 
hi h iti  l l th ti  b  i  h dh ld high cognitive level mathematics by using handheld 
technology and enhancing and enriching the language 
and by using instruction that supports the learning needs 
of ALL students and teachers. What will you do to 
acquire the knowledge so that the integration/infusion of 
mathematics, language, and technology is second nature 
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to you? 



Tony Alteparmakian,

tony_alteparmakian@khsd.k12.ca.us

Susie W Hakansson shakans@ucla eduSusie W. Hakansson, shakans@ucla.edu

California Mathematics Project:

http://www.cmpso.org
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